
What is Phuot ?

Tour is to go to learn firsthand. Muslim boy, and last but not poor baby, we can only travel within
the school stage, the organizer for the tour. Location and time limits are predefined. Type as:
Doctor visits mausoleum, the stock speakers from morning to evening, or Perfume Pagoda two
days ... Even for some people to go study tours abroad XYZ model a few months, but
essentially no different from children visiting the One Pillar Pagoda. The most typical
characteristic is an organized, low-cost, see your own eyes, touched hands with the purpose to
know, to learn.
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Principles of Phuot: Liberation and the body (Source: Phot Phet)

Travel is to go to other lands to see if something unusual in his place. Subsidy period, the North
Vietnamese were not really confident enough to use for myself from tourism although the
Vietnamese dictionaries exist from this because it is too expensive for their lives. Broader
concept of tourist sights or concepts can be understood in a bunch: tourism is going away in
that match their interests to. Can travel in groups, can be alone, but with fundamentally different
interests is active time, space and cost, the aim is only to satisfy personal needs.

Vacation is a place of luxury and comfort than normal to play by Dan handful still nursing and
resting. Is the highest holiday of the travel and pocket money only depend on ourselves and
demand. If traveling abroad must still follow certain schedules of the organizers, the vacation
could not sleep for 10 days out of bed with a girl-one meters long legs in a green sea resort
beach white sand surgery without bothering anyone. A few years back on some of our class had
to leave the concept of tourism and close to the concept of vacation. Visible point of vacation is
self-organization and the high cost of At r than traveling alone.

Phuot is not slang for tourism. Phuot beyond the control of tourism. When I was bored the other
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things, cattle fed warm comfort mattress with soft fragrant girl beach party, a dull boring life
touching touch, tired of the suffocating urban life, then moved to Phuot. Phuot are trips to places
deep mortification with glass paint, no direction, no specified time, the biggest goal is Phuot
bring spiritual liberation by mortification of the trip.

There are those who are taken from the phrase Phuot weekly ferry Phuot respectively. There
are philosophers who tried to order from Phuot is made from cold (the cold slid respectively)
and posters, ie walk was a wild instinct. In my opinion, as well as Mac Languages of the
university said: "The chicken that laid its eggs, it picked up, but ask him how chemical reactions
to take out the egg it", it is Phuot Phuot only, but must be are two main factors: the
determination and liberation.

2. Phuot, they are?

Liberation and the determination of Phuot not a disease, such as sexual violence, suffering
sexual abuse or self itself. It works to refresh yourself, change the air and replenish energy to
fight to live following the example of Uncle Ho. Phuot only for people who live in cities, where
work pressure, high-pressure life. So in terms of nature, it is very different than traveling alone.

Nguyen Tuan there is no specific Phuot? Please sir, no. Subject specific traveler who just
selfish, and dare to love while he was still the same kind of open Ass search snails pieces
livelihood. Follow the specific trip is only going to know it around here, watch it and wonder
about the coral reef with friends ha ha. Son did not die on the funeral because there would not
live on again, why stop tour of theater for some reason wastes nhach like that? Quality of a
fresh oyster Wanderer Phuot Gia does not allow such selfish behavior.

  
So who will be Phuot?

Everyone is going to refresh yourself, go to live. They can go by any means anything: walking,
motorcycles, cars, boats, using any tool what support: radios, gps, camera ... to add a lively, but
ultimately still have to be: refresh yourself.

 The remaining people will be traveling. So, do not think is going on as Phuot, it would be Phuot.

There are many groups Phuot. In both groups who had Phuot Phuot and travel alone. Perhaps,
the first group and professional Phuot especially TBG. But there are many others just like to go
Phuot single and sometimes temporary entry to a certain group. I love the Phuot in solitary ...

Source: Kao Son
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